
Pharmacolog exhibits at ASHP
ASHP (American Society of Health Systems Pharmacists) holds its Clinical Midyear meeting in Las Vegas, December 8-12.
Pharmacolog exhibits and displays WasteLog™ for the first time.

AHSP represents pharmacists and pharmacy technicians working in healthcare and has over 50 000 members. The organization has
been around for more than 75 years and works to improve drug use and improve patient safety. Clinical Midyear meeting with over 25 000
delegates and a total of 400 exhibitors is the largest pharmacy conference in the world. This is the first time Pharmacolog exhibits at the
meeting.

Mats Högberg, CEO, comments: “It is an important milestone for Pharmacolog to participate in ASHP, the absolute largest conference on
drug management in the US. As part of making the company and our solutions known in the North American market, ASHP is a given
event. WasteLog ™ with a completely new software is appreciated by the customers. With support for the workflow that prevails when
controlling returns and a completely new cloud-based reporting function, we have further increased our lead against our competitors. What
is also inspiring is that we are receiving more and more inquiries regarding our DrugLog® and PrepLog® solutions, despite our focus
being on Drug Diversion and WasteLog ™.”

For more information contact:

Mats Högberg, CEO

Email: mats.hogberg@pharmacolog.com
Phone: +46 70-546 50 21

About Pharmacolog AB

Pharmacolog is specialized in developing systems and solutions for more effective and safer use of intravenous drugs. The company's first product,
DrugLog®, enables a nurse or pharmacist to quickly and easily verify that an injectable drug has the right identity and concentration. Pharmacolog's long-
term vision is an individually optimized medication for each individual patient, considering all available parameters in the control and distribution of the drug.
Further information regarding the company is available at www.pharmacolog.com. The company's Certified Adviser is Mangold Fondkommission AB, which
can be reached on telephone number +46 8-5030 15 50 or through CA@mangold.se.


